
COMPUTER 

CLASS X 
Notes:- 1.   There are three groups in this question paper. 

Group-  A (Objective Type)  [Marks:-05] 

Group – B (Short Answer Type) [Marks:-08] 

Group-  C (Long Answer Type) [Marks:-27] 

Total Marks of three groups  [Total:-  40] 

GROUP- A 
[OBJECTIVE QUESTION]        

 [½ x 10 ] 

1. State True or false:- 

(a) There can be multiple primary keys in a table. 

(b) A database can have multiple objects like table, forms, queries, reports etc. 

(c) A common field relates two tables. 

(d) Columns in tables are called records  and rows in tables are called fields. 

(e) Memo is a valid data type in Ms-Access. 

2. Choose any one and fill in the Blanks from given outbox. 

 

 

(a) The type that dictates what sort of data can be sorted within a field is 

known as ________ 

(b) Text fields can contain upto______ characters. 

(c) A number which is automatically incremented by Access whenever a new 

record isadded, has field type__________ 

(d) A memo field in an Access 2000 table can store unto _____characters. 

(e) To store an object like Excel spredsheet, you need to create a field in table, 

having field type as _______   

 

GROUP- B 

(i) OLE Object    (ii) 64000    (iii) 255    (iv) Data types  
 

 

 

(v) Record          (vi) 3645      (vii) Number Types 



SHORT ANSWER TYPE 

  

1. What is the full form of MSIE?      [01] 

2. What is Data Redundancy?       [01] 

3. What do you mean by Database Management System?   [01] 

4. What is primary key?        [01] 

5. What do you mean by validation rule and validation text.   [02] 

6. What do you mean by External linking?     [01] 

7. Define hyper linking.        [01] 

GROUP-C 

LONG ANSWER TYPE 

1. Write the procedure to start Ms-Access.     [02] 

2. Write a program of HTML to display the margins of web page, left=75,top=35 

and right=40 side.        [04] 

3. Write the short notes on: -       [08] 

(a) Table (b) Query (c) Form  (d) Report 

4. Created nest list as follows using both ordered and unordered list tags: - [08] 

1. Operating System 

O - Unix 

O - Disk operating system 

O – Windows 

2. MS-Office 

 

3. Accessories 

• Paint 

• Calculator 



• Notepad 

• WordPad 

 


